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close fit with the celluloid cylinder. 
the pasteboard is placed in position it is 
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Top (all urihom it mual/ concern.: | 
Be it known that I, RITTER P. WINNE, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State 
of New York, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Processes of 
Making Phonograms, of which the following 
is a specification. 
My present invention pertains to an im 

proved phonogram and method of making 
the sane, as will be hereinafter set forth in 
detail, reference being had to the annexed 
drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of one 
form of apparatus employed in carrying out 
the process; Fig. 2, a sectional elevation of 
the completed phonogram or record; Fig. 
3, a similar view of the matrix or mold; Fig. 
4, sectional elevations of various members 
of the apparatus; and Fig. 5, a like view of 
the expanding member employed to force the 
outer face of the phonogram blank into con 
tact with the matrix. m 
The main object of the invention is to 

produce a Superior celluloid phonogram, and 
referably one in which the backing mem 
? for the record surface is molded or given 
its required and finished form at the same 
time the record is impressed upon the record 
surface. With the process hereinafter set 
forth the record may be made relatively 
deep, which is a point of material advantage. 
?? honogram in its preferred form may 

be said to comprise an outer face or record 
surface made of celluloid, and an inner cy 

which is molded to form in the process of 
manufacture. 
In carrying out my process, I employ a 

cylindrical matrix or mold. A having upon 
its inner face the reverse of the cord to be reproduced, such matrix being of the well 
known form. Within the matrix is placed 
a cylinder A' of relatively thin celluloid, and 
when the backing is to be molded with the record surface, a cylinder or tube B of paste 
board, the tube making a somewhat ? O 
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softened by soaking it in water, or in a sub stance, such as a light paste or glue, which 
will soften its fibers and permit it to expand 
circumferentially without breaking. 
Within the pasteboard tube is placed a 

cylindrical plug or block C of rubber, and the 
parts thus positioned are placed on end upon 

a bed or base D from which extends a yoke 
or frame. E. carrying a screw F. Said screw 
at its lower end finds its bearing in a socket G 
formed in the upper face of a pressure-block 
II, which is seated upon the upper end of the 
expanding plug or rubber cylinder C, the 
block likewise extending into a sleeve or col 
lar I which rests upon the matrix and sur 
rounds the upper end of the rubber plug C 
which normally projects above the upper end 
of the matrix and its contained blank. A 
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nut J is mounted on the lower end of the 
screw and is of service in securing the parts 
in their initial adjustment. When the parts 
are thus positioned with the pasteboard 
backing member softened, heat to the req 
uisite degree to soften the celluloid, is ap 
plied to the matrix and pressure exerted 
upon the block H. by screw F, and through 
the block to the rubber plug or expanding 
member C. The expansion of the plug is 
equal in all directions and will force the con 
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fined pasteboard tube B directly against the . 
now soft and plastic celluloid cylinder A, 
the outer face of the latter being forced 
against and into the matrix, and taking an 
impression therefrom. After the pressure 
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and heat have been maintained a sufficient 
length of time to effectually reproduce the 
record upon the celluloid face, the parts are 
allowed to cool and the pressure is relieved. 
Upon the contraction of the parts, due to 
cooling, the celluloid surface will withdraw 
from contact with the matrix, and the pho 
nogram with its backing or body, may be 
taken from the matrix. By reason of the 
fact that the backing is pressed or molded to 
form at the same time the relatively thin cel 
luloid surface has the record impressed upon 
it, the record surface is evenly sustained and 
backed up throughout, and no shaping or 
dressing of the record is requisite. By using 
an expanding member of the same diameter 
throughout, an equal pressure is exerted 
upon the various portions of the softened 
backing and through it upon the celluloid 
body which forms the record surface. 

It is evident that in so far as the apparatus 
for making the phonogram is concerned, any 
form may be employed so long as the cylin 
drical rubber expanding member is em 
ployed. 
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t is of course possible to form the record 
without the backing, in which case the cy 
lindrical rubber expanding member comes 
into direct contact with the interior face of 
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the cellittilioiei ia 3 ember", 
herein, to the foll();}ogra}} a péir sé as that is 
reserved for a fisture application, to be filed 
as a division hereof. 
| flaving thuis described my invention, what, 
claim is: 
1. The process of forming phonograms, 

yid iri a matrix ; arrtiraging a backlinag of sof oid atrix; artinging a backing of 
teine gæsteboardi within the - celuloid (Ain 

ening the 'elluloid by the applica 
: it filially expanding the sane 
... the lasteboard acking to 
latioi! into intinate, contic: Witi 

the in atrix. 
2. lie process of forming phonegrals, 

which consists in placing a cylinder 9 cellu 
toid within a matrix; backing said ccíhuloid 
with a tube of softened pasteboard: applying 

N() clain is made celluloici in a six, 
& ? 
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placing a cylindrical 
i ne per i f 'n ly!) i'r within t the celuloi nch 
}ér; hªting tid natrix and celluloi to a de 
gree sufficient to soften the celluloid; and 
finally applying pressure to one end of the 
cylindrical meter, the other remier ibeing 
heldi against a fixed ta! ut innent, whereby the 

which consists in jiacing a cylinder of cell - cylindrical metainer will be spread or ex 
tendel evenly throughout and the celuloid 
will be forced out warly into intinate con 
tact with e inmatrix. 

4. ile pr', {'ess of forning } (}) (igranas, 
w?ni? (4xi} 
loid i 8. trix : arranging n, hacking of nor 
nay-Ailing material withi said vin 

heat to the celluloid to soften the same; and 
iiii ai is applying pressure throughout the en 
ito inner stiface of the pasteboard tube 
Wihereby it, witi ic expanded laterally and 
thereby force the plastic celluloid intò inti- i 
inate contact with the matrix. 

3. The process of for fining phologians, 
whici ti insists in placing a hollow cylinder of . 

der; si eftering ile backing and the celluloid; 
an: finally expalding the lacking and the 
:,: luuloi ten force the jatter innt o intinate con 
tact with the matrix and the backing into a 
fixed relation with the celhi loid. 

In testimony where of have signed my 
name to this specification in the resence of 
two sistºriling witnesses. 

RITE R. P. W N N E. 

s ill placing a cylinder of cellat 

  


